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About the Designer

Haley is the owner of Knit-O-Matic, a 
knitting & crochet shop in Toronto 
Canada. She designs all kinds of 
projects with her clients in mind. She 
can be found at knitomatic.com.

Urchin Cowl
Pattern by Haley Waxberg

Size

width: 18”/46cm)
height: 11”/28cm

Materials: 3.5 sts/inch

° Diamond Luxury Baby Alpaca Sport
   (100g/100m-109yds) : 4 skeins 
° 6.5mm-32” circular needles
° 5.5mm-32” circular needles
° 1 stitch marker
° darning needle

Materials: 2.5 sts/inch 

° Estelle Alpaca 60 (100g/60m-65yds):
   4 skeins
° 8mm-32” circular needles
° 7mm-32” circular needles
° 1 stitch marker
° darning needle 

Materials: 1.5 sts/inch 

° Estelle Alpaca Bulky (100g/41m-
   45yds): 4 skeins
° 12mm-32” circular needles
° 10mm-32” circular needles
° 1 jumbo stitch marker
° darning needle 

Abbreviations

K Knit 
K2tog Knit 2 sts together (at same time)
P Purl
St/s Stitch/es

Directions

With larger needles cast on _________ stitches (see chart below):

Yarn Thickness/Tension Cast On 

     3.5 sts/inch  (Diamond Baby Alapca Sport) 140 sts

     2.5 sts/inch  (Estelle Alapaca 60) 100 sts

     1.5 sts/inch  (Estelle Big Alpaca Bulky) 60 sts

Place marker and join work in the round, careful not to twist the stitches. 

Round 1: (K1, P3); repeat from to end of round.

Round 2: knit.

Repeat the last two rounds until work measures 9”/23cm from cast on 
edge. 

Change to smaller needles.

Continue reapeating rounds 1 & 2 until work measures 11”/28cm from 
cast on edge, ending after round 1.

Round 1: (K2, k2tog); repeat to end of round.

Round 2: (K1, P2); repeat to end of round.

Round 3: cast of all stitches knitwise. 

Weave in ends. 
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